
Notes on Church Camp 
 
 

I wish none of this had ever happened. Sometimes I thank God that it did. 
—Garrard Conley 

 
The ultimate Camp statement: it’s good because it’s awful. 

—Susan Sontag 
 
 

What do you get when you cross a penis and a potato? Adam asks as we dip our mushy 

tater tots into ketchup, A dicktater. We erupt in laughter. We laugh because his joke 

transgresses. Adam is our counselor, a freshman at Central Bible College on a soccer 

scholarship. We are seventh grade boys going into eighth, thirteen going on fourteen, and 

Adam is a boy becoming a man, becoming what we want to be. This joke transgresses 

because Adam said penis, and dick, and later in our cabin, he will pull down his soccer 

shorts to moon us, and for years I will remember the tautness of his ass, two cheeks 

lightly dusted in blonde hair, and for years I will remain envious. This is all transgressive 

because this is church camp. 

The Assemblies of God has run Crosspointe, a decidedly evangelical and 

specifically Spirit-filled camp on the north shore of Lake of the Ozarks, since the late 

1940s. As a teen I spent a week there every summer. A week of swimming and obstacle 

courses, of crushes and bad cafeteria food and nightly church services which, because we 

were Pentecostal, went late into the night if the Spirit stirred us. 

*** 

In his first letter to the Corinthians, the apostle Paul glosses glossolalia: For if you have 

the ability to speak in tongues, you will be talking only to God, since people won’t be 



able to understand you. You will be speaking by the power of the Spirit.1 The Assemblies 

of God — the largest charismatic denomination in Christiandom — holds sixteen 

Fundamentals of Truth. Most of these are fairly nondescript, typical of evangelical 

Protestantism more broadly, ranging from belief in the deity of Jesus Christ, to belief in 

his impending second coming. What distinguishes charismatics from other evangelicals, 

however, is a belief in Pentecost today. 

According to the denomination’s website2, Assemblies of God parishioners 

believe that “Baptism in the Holy Spirit is a Special Experience Following Salvation that 

empowers believers for witnessing and effective service, just as it did in New Testament 

times,” and that “The Initial Physical Evidence of the Baptism in the Holy Spirit is 

‘Speaking in Tongues,’ as experienced on the Day of Pentecost and referenced 

throughout Acts and the Epistles.” This essay circles around one week at camp: the week 

I was baptized in the Holy Spirit, evidenced by speaking in tongues, and the week I was 

also baptized a sexual deviant, a queer boy, a faggot-in-the-making. Though my days in 

the church are squarely in the past, I set out here to explore how the campy performance 

																																																								
1 1 Corinthians 14:2, New Living Translation. 
2 At the time of writing, ag.org features a diptych banner, its left side a vague scene of women in 
bright blue dresses carrying baskets atop their heads, presumably somewhere in Africa, its right 
side a vague scene of white college students laughing on a grassy quad, presumably somewhere 
in southern California. This is a typical aesthetic I saw, and perhaps participated in producing, 
throughout my time in the denomination: a fetishization of third world, poverty-stricken 
“savages” in need of saving alongside the mythical, good-looking, young white parishioner 
having fun and saving the world. That charismatics (or at least more main-stream charismatic 
Pentecostals like most Assembly of God parishioners) place such an emphasis on being fit, hot 
vessels for Christ is perhaps surprising, especially given common tropes of smaller groups of 
“unfashionable” holy rollers. For a glimpse into this phenomenon, see This American Life’s “Tell 
Me I’m Fat,” episode 589, act four, which focuses on the ideal body fat requirement Oral Roberts 
University placed on its students during the mid-to-late-twentieth century. Though, this might not 
be exactly fair; as Harold Bloom argues, “Pentecostalism flourishes much more abroad than in 
the United States, because shamanism is more universally accepted in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America than it is here. Yet Pentecostalism had to begin here, because its extreme 
supernaturalism had to be a reaction against a triumphant naturalism, against a society where 
power was enshrined in an abundant materialism.” (188) 



of Pentecostal code continues to inform my queer aesthetic, scholarship, and everyday 

life. 

Yes, I spoke in tongues for the first time at that church camp on the shore of Lake 

of the Ozarks. A bonafide, code-speaking Pentecostal, I would turn fourteen two months 

later. But at that camp, too, I learned another code. Not boy code, per say, but a code of 

boys.  

*** 

Put simply: scholarship on glossolalia leaves me wanting. Perhaps this is because 

invariably, as anthropologist William J. Samarin argues, “psychopathological 

explanations oversimplify religious glossolalia.”3 (121) If we surmise that the majority of 

scholars, myself included, are some form of secular (atheist, agnostic, humanist), then 

writing about a religious phenomenon from childhood is especially difficult; this is 

perhaps especially true of speaking in tongues, which even though I know it was never 

this simple, I want to paint now as both hysterical and fake. But perhaps the self splits — 

my current queer atheist self, my former Pentecostal self — only to be brought back in 

some productive marriage of seeming, but also deceptively complementary, opposites. 

 Or, as Michael Warner beautifully imagines, “For us who once were found and 

now are lost — and we are legion — our other lives pose some curious problems.” He 

goes on to ask, “Is there no relation at all between our once and present selves, or only a 

negative one? Is there some buried continuity, or some powerful vestige?” (216) 

Warner’s use of vestige in the latter question is especially potent to me now. Vestige, 

																																																								
3 Or as Douglas Field, in his beautiful essay on James Baldwin and Pentecostalism, similarly 
asks, “In a critical era that is dominated—at least in Baldwin studies—on areas such as gender, 
masculinity and sexuality, might it be that the sophistication of cultural studies is ill-equipped or 
simply unable to grapple with the religious?” (438) 



according to the OED: “A mark, trace, or visible sign of something which no longer 

exists or is present…[but] which remains after the destruction or disappearance of the 

main portion.” What vestiges of my young queerness informed by adolescent faith, and 

what vestiges of that (no longer present?) faith informed — nay, continue to inform — 

my queerness? 

 Many might argue that I was born queer4 and became Pentecostal, surmising that 

queerness is a natural state of being, while evangelical faiths require a conversion 

experience. Though this is perhaps true on the one, obvious hand, I would argue I no 

more chose my Pentecostalism than I did my eventual, out-and-proud queerness. Which 

is to say, by my lower-class whiteness in the Missouri Ozarks, I was born into a faith that 

eventually and merely required an (in my case, anticlimactic) affirmation of that faith. If 

my family had been wealthier, we would have been Presbyterians, Lutherans, or perhaps 

Baptists; but because we were white trash — my siblings were raised by our mother in a 

literal trailer park, and it wasn’t until our mother married my father and I was born that 

the family moved into a house with a foundation — we were white America’s lowest. 

Thus, we were perfect candidates for charismatic citizenry; as Harold Bloom argues, 

“respectability in any case is hardly likely to descend upon Pentecostals” (185). And 

perhaps we were the lowest of the low in white America because our denomination, the 

Assemblies of God, was a white Christianity in blackface. 

*** 

																																																								
4 Not to reject Lady Gaga and most mainstream gay rights activists’ idea that I was “born this 
way,” but…okay, I do reject that in favor of a queer theoretical bent (for actual queer lives) that 
queerness is what we choose, mold, and re-mold over a lifetime. 



As with all faiths, the origins of contemporary Pentecostalism5 are readily disputable, 

though many trace these simultaneously shallow and deep roots back to a 1906 revival 

held at the Azusa Street Mission in Los Angeles. Led by a charming, fire-and-brimstone 

African American preacher, William Seymour, the revival at Azusa was a decidedly 

Black affair where, we are told, the Holy Spirit descended and baptized the masses, 

evidenced by them speaking in tongues of fire. According to Harold Bloom, 

By the autumn of 1906, the Azusa speaking with tongues had begun to spread 
around the nation, and thence around all the world. After a meeting in Hot 
Springs, Arkansas, in April 1914, the Pentecostals soon founded the Assemblies 
of God, the dominant white group in the rapidly segregating movement. African-
American Pentecostalism has never ceased, and it remains an irony of the 
American Religion that the authentic founder of our Pentecostalism was William 
Seymour, who did what his [white] teacher Parham could not do. The Assemblies 
of God, to the best of my knowledge, does not honor Seymour, but without him 
they would not exist. (184) 
 

Here the white taking up of Black forms is a truly American story; our nation was built, 

both literally and figuratively, on such conditions, so why would this not extend to the 

building of American faiths, too? But if the turn to religion is a turn to identification with 

the Other (the Christ, the beyond-this-world, or, for most in the Assemblies of God, the 

non-white), what might the potential of such an appropriative performance be? Eric Lott 

argues that such an “art of [white] impersonation is built on a contradiction. 

Appreciation, deference, spectatorship, and emulation compete with inhabitation, 

aggression, usurpation, and vampirism,” (198) but he admits that this blackface may, 

																																																								
5 Many American forms of Christianity, including the Shakers and Mormons, have practiced 
“speaking in tongues” at certain points in their history, though eventually abandoning the 
practice. Glossolalia for charismatic Pentecostals, however, seems to be the point of their entire 
history. 



indeed, point to a surprisingly pure sense of, albeit complicated, desire6. And it is from 

such a wellspring of desire that queer potential boils over and begins to speak in tongues. 

*** 

Weekly at Crosspointe, attendees elect a royal court of king, queen, prince, and princess. 

Looking back, the whole process seems dubious, not only absolutely adolescent, but also 

antithetical to American Christianity, which, even though I no longer practice a faith, I 

have always understood to centralize equality for its adherents. Nevertheless, each cabin 

was charged with nominating a camper to compete for the court. The summer I was 

almost 14, my cabin nominated me. 

 First, a panel of camp administrators asked each of us a bizarre cadre of questions. 

What is your favorite bible verse? If you could have dinner with any person, dead or 

alive, who would it be? What do you look for in an ideal mate? And finally, Have you 

been baptized in the Holy Spirit? From these interviews, three boys became finalists for 

camp king, and three for camp prince, to be chosen in a general election. I became a 

finalist for prince. 

 Which would have been enough — more than enough — except for the reason I 

could not be considered for king: the last interview question. I had never been baptized in 

the Holy Spirit. I had never spoken in tongues. I would never become king of Crosspointe 

Bible Camp because at that point, my membership in our Pentecostal faith was second-

																																																								
6 Such an appropriation becomes even more complicated when connected with queer sexual 
desire, which I argue, in line with Harold Bloom and Michael Warner, is a type of religious 
ecstasy. To this end, Richard Dyer explores his own sexual desire for non-white men, which 
mirrors the white Pentecostal’s desire for Black Pentecostalism: “The sexualisation of my feeling 
for some non-white men has undoubtedly lent intensity and poignancy to my awareness of race, 
but I do believe that it is an eroticisation of a much wider feeling, expressed not least in 
friendships... It is the felt connection between gays and ethnic minorities that is important here, as 
much as romantic and sexual encounters with non-white men” (6). 



rate at best. The day after the interview I delivered a self-deprecating campaign speech to 

the entire camp; it was a hit, I was elected camp prince, and I should have been ecstatic. 

Sitting back down with the rest of my cabin for evening services in the giant 

amphitheater, a tacky silver crown of plastic atop my sunburnt head, Nathan hooked my 

thumb with his pointer finger. It’s okay, he whispered, you’re going to get filled with 

Holy Spirit tonight. I just know it. He knew I was mad. Nathan let his hook linger, fishing 

itself further into the palm of my hand. I let him. 

*** 

Tongue-speakers speak in a tongue of ecstasy, and ecstasy is a code of many codes. 

Describing early twentieth-century charismatics, the historian Robert Mapes Anderson 

explains how “the Pentecostals have been ideal workers and citizens in every respect 

except for their cultivation of ecstasy” (239). If the Assembly of God Pentecostals were 

white trash brethren of the Black tongue-speakers, loosely connected by a smaller, yet 

important denomination known as the Holiness Church, then these whites, too, shared 

with their African-American brethren a demeaning image of hard-working, yet sexually 

unruly, folklore. We all spoke in codes of ecstasy, an astaticism of spirituality closely 

twinned with sexuality, a twinning, it is clear to me now, that could never be undone. 

And though like Warner I refuse to call the Pentecostal experience orgasmic — as it does 

both orgasms and Pentecostalism a disservice — the metaphor does have some saliency.  

 Undoubtedly, the best literature of Pentecostal ecstasy has been Black. From Zora 

Neal Hurston to the more contemporary ZZ Packer, tongue-speakers appear in Black 

writing far more often, and far more favorably, than they ever do in white writing. 

Without question, the most famous literary Pentecostal, however, is James Baldwin, who 



converted at 14, roughly the same age I was that summer at church camp, but under very 

different circumstances. Though the queer Baldwin would eventually reject both God and 

church, as a young man he was what I was: a zealot baptized in the Holy Spirit, speaking 

in tongues and learning a code that served him the rest of his queer literary life. At age 14 

Baldwin was filled with the Holy Spirit and quickly became a preacher, drawing large 

crowds to Fireside Pentecostal Assembly. By 17, Baldwin became disillusioned with the 

church, though surely, like many of his characters — especially John Grimes, the 

protagonist of Go Tell It on a Mountain — he continued to use that specifically 

charismatic code to bring fire to his writing. Of his days in the church and their influence, 

Baldwin would later explain it “was like being in the theatre; I was behind the scenes and 

knew how the illusion was worked.” (37) But what most without a background in such a 

faith might misunderstand: illusion still holds some truth, even if that truth is that one has 

convinced oneself of the existence of the nonexistent. 

*** 

Did I really believe I was speaking in tongues? friends will ask me now, and I will laugh, 

No. Maybe. Yes. I don’t know. In short: it’s complicated. 

 In a poem observing a lover speaking in tongues at a Pentecostal service, Traci 

Brimhall better describes the truth of the matter: “What keeps her here, tied to this life? 

What weakness? / What strength? The answer pulses on her tongue. / The answer is 

trembling, unspeakable.” (71) Which is also to say: the answer is split in half, is half-

truth, is knowable, and yet. The nightly service following the ceremony where the royal 

court was crowned fell on Wednesday, three nights into our week here so campers 

unfamiliar with the Pentecostal mores would have enough time to accustom themselves 



to a service specifically for those seeking baptism in the Holy Spirit. It was my night, I 

knew it, and Nathan prophesied it as we awkwardly held hands, or hooked fingers, or 

began. 

 I do not remember the sermon that night, but can surmise it was some watered-

down soliloquy on Acts 2, the singular chapter on which the Assemblies of God has built 

so much of its theology. When the day of Pentecost came, our 1998 version might have 

read, the campers were sweaty in the Ozarks humidity, singing a roller coaster of worship 

songs that pitched and quieted, pitched and quieted, as the Holy Spirit filled them in 

waves. In opposition to mainline Protestantism, altar calls in charismatic Christianity can 

meander for hours. Though by the late 1990s, Assemblies of God parishioners were, for 

the most part, not handling snakes or flailing wildly in the aisles of backwater churches7, 

we were still seeking the Holy Spirit, spending hours at the altar crying and eventually, it 

was hoped, speaking in a language unknown. We called this our prayer language, the 

tongues of angels, Shekinah glory; other evangelicals called this heresy, blasphemy, 

sacrilege; most of the world called it fake, dumb, or hysteria. Even now, I am not sure 

who is correct. 

 Eventually I made my way down to the altar. Nathan and our counselor Adam 

flanked me; with their hands on my shoulders, Nathan and Adam prayed over me in their 

own prayer languages, asking, surely, that I, too, would become one of them: spirit-filled, 

Christ to a broken world. Were we not, however, the broken world itself, regardless of 

																																																								
7 In fact, the church I attended as a teenager, James River Assembly of God just south of 
Springfield, Missouri, was far from a backwater congregation, antithetical to much of the cultural 
imagery we have of Pentecostals. James River was part of the mega church movement that 
proliferated throughout the 1990s, and continuing today. Currently, the church has two campus 
locations and over 12,000 congregants; its main campus houses a state-of-the-art fitness center, 
two bookstores, and a Starbucks. Though not the focus of this essay, the burgeoning mega church 
as cultural text continues to amuse, intrigue, and infuriate me. 



how Christ fit into our lives, or didn’t? As they prayed, I knew I couldn’t make it look too 

easy. I wailed out to God — Fill me with your sweet Spirit, dear Jesus, please, I beg of 

you, etc., etc.— and cried as I had seen the others cry. Thirty minutes later, maybe 45, I 

began to speak in tongues. 

*** 

If glossolalia here, as an act of decidedly American Pentecostalism, is also an act of white 

trashiness, then might it be married to a performance of camp when spoken through the 

tongue of the queer? I rely heavily on Susan Sontag’s infamous, but too-often 

misunderstood, essay, “Notes on Camp,” to begin plainly: “camp is one way of seeing the 

world…a quality discoverable in objects and the behavior of persons” (277). Sontag 

moves onward to theorize camp as a purposeful redemption of trash into artistic treasure; 

this is especially true of those producers whose identities we group under the ornery label 

Other: queers, non-whites, and women. I am not exaggerating when I claim I wanted to 

speak in tongues; but because I think the act was somewhere between a hysterical fiction 

and a hysterical fiction that alluded me with an active truth — the need to belong, as a 

human, and the need to perform, as a queer — I must read the act itself, the actual tongue 

speaking, as an artistic act of exaggeration. 

 My own tongue speaking embarrasses me still. Every former Pentecostal can tell 

you that each Spirit-filled adherent develops their own, most-often ridiculous, prayer 

language, nearly as original as one’s DNA. Mine? A bastardized utterance of my poor 

French accented by random phrases from the Japanese cartoons I’d taken to watching on 

our family’s satellite dish. I embarrass to admit this, yes, but thankfully Sontag intervenes 

because “Camp responds particularly to the markedly attenuated and to the strongly 



exaggerated” (279). My tongue speaking, in true queer fashion, was nothing if not a 

performance in camp exaggeration. The remainder of Sontag’s landmark essay centers 

upon her bifurcation of some camp as naïve (pure) and some as deliberate; her eighteenth 

thesis reads: “One must distinguish between naïve and deliberate Camp. Pure Camp is 

always naïve. Camp which knows itself to be Camp (‘camping’) is usually less 

satisfying” (282). In this way, it is hard to think of my time in Pentecostalism as camp, 

insofar as while I was faithful, my heart, as evangelicals are fond of saying, was actually 

in it; but after my conversion to queer atheism, my first instinct was less naïve, was to 

redeem what I had done through laughter, parody, purposeful redemption. Eventually 

Sontag wonders, “Perhaps, though, it is not so much a question of the unintended effect 

versus the conscious intention, as of the delicate relation between parody and self-parody 

in Camp” (282). Huh. 

 Je m’appelle je m’appelle urusee c’est la sugee bien, I’d pray over and over, the 

one chain I remember now, 16 years later, my name is my name is shut up it is awesome 

good8. And the act was good, or God was good, depending on who you asked. Near the 

end of her “Notes,” Sontag concludes, “Camp taste nourishes itself on the love that has 

gone into certain objects and personal styles” (292). At the time I believed it was the 

perfected love of the Holy Family — God the Father, God the Son, and now God the 

Holy Spirit — that nourished me. Closing my eyes and thinking back, however, seeing 

Nathan and Adam weeping alongside me, hugging me close, whispering their own prayer 

languages in my ears, their teenage breath hot on my neck, I realize it was camp and it 

was love, but it wasn’t God’s love nourishing me. 
																																																								
8 This was my teenage cleverness, an inarticulate repeating of Je m’appelle je m’appelle when 
one of the biggest hits on the radio was Eminem’s “My Name Is,” a white trash anthem with its 
repetition of “My name is, my name is” known by nearly everyone under the age of thirty. 



*** 

If we are to believe the biblical account, when those gathered in Jerusalem for Pentecost 

were filled with the Holy Spirit, it sounded very different than the prayer language my 

friends and I in the Assemblies of God spoke. According to Luke in the Book of Acts,  

Now there were staying in Jerusalem God-fearing Jews from every nation under 
heaven. When they heard this sound, a crowd came together in bewilderment, 
because each one heard their own language being spoken. Utterly amazed, they 
asked: “Aren’t all these who are speaking Galileans? Then how is it that each of 
us hears them in our native language? Parthians, Medes and Elamites; residents of 
Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontusand Asia, Phrygia and 
Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of Libya near Cyrene; visitors from Rome (both 
Jews and converts to Judaism); Cretans and Arabs—we hear them declaring the 
wonders of God in our own tongues!” Amazed and perplexed, they asked one 
another, “What does this mean?”9 
 

What it meant, of course, is that they could understand each other despite language 

barriers, a most practical gift God was bestowing upon them. For the most part, 

contemporary glossolalia resembles such practicality in no way whatsoever. My holy 

gibberish was as unintelligible to my friends as my friends’ prayer language was to me, 

and that was the point. That is what made it, somehow, real. We at once sequestered 

ourselves linguistically while performatively joining a collective. And how queer it is to 

think about that now. Luke later writes of these people breaking bread in their homes and 

eating together “with glad and sincere hearts.” Which if we stop to think about it, is 

something both Christians and queers do, however each group may differ in after-dinner 

activities. 

*** 

Though I was now Sprit-filled, we could not leave the service immediately. Adam stayed 

until the wee hours of the morning, sometime around three, but now that I was blessed, or 

																																																								
9 Acts 2:5-12, New International Version. 



chosen, or elect, Nathan and I stammered back to our seats, feigned interest in the loop of 

worship music for a few requisite minutes, and made our escape. 

 Wednesday night services were special for another reason. With camp staff 

occupied at the altar, praying over the swarm of teenagers seeking baptism in the Holy 

Spirit, the rest of Crosspointe lay unsupervised. Cut through with swaths of Missouri 

oaks, with rocky, shallow creeks and bluffs overlooking the colossal Lake of the Ozarks, 

the area was a virtual playground, brimming with spots for campers to dodge the gaze of 

their counselors. It must have been about midnight when Nathan and I made our way to 

the western-most dock of the camp’s lakefront. The waxing moon was straight overhead; 

shadows danced off the kayaks moored there. As we made our way down the dock, I 

grabbed Nathan’s hand. We ran to the end, jumped into the water fully clothed, and came 

up gasping for air, but laughing. Nathan hooked my leg with his, grabbed my hair, and 

planted his open mouth upon my open mouth. This was my first kiss, unexpected, on a 

night now with two baptisms. 

*** 

Such an essay would be amiss to not point out: Christianity has a long tradition of going 

into the wilderness — of camping — with a gusto of camp. In Genesis, Cain takes his 

brother Abel into the forest, only to murder him in cold blood; when God asks Cain, 

“Where is your brother Abel?” Cain sasses, “Am I my brother’s keeper?” And though 

this story has always struck me as odd — isn’t God omniscient? Does he need to ask 

Cain what happened? — it is not unlike a scene from one of the films Sontag places in 

the canon of camp. In my crushes at church camp, it strikes me now, I was not unlike 

Bette Davis in All About Eve. 



In perhaps the most famous sequence from the film, Davis floats seamlessly 

through a cocktail party she is hosting. Going from being compared to a hysterical 

Macbeth, to greeting a man in French who doesn’t interest her but from whom she 

accepts a drink, to finally ending up cornered with a man she purposefully did not invite 

to the party, all in the span of less than a minute, Davis neither misses a beat, nor drops 

her cigarette, all in heels and a corseted cocktail dress. Camp at church camp for a queer 

boy like me was something analogous: my guard could never be down. I had to float 

seamlessly from speaking in tongues at the nightly service to sucking Nathan’s cock 

down on the dock.  

And, importantly, back again. What followed Nathan and me from the dock was a 

deep-seated shame that is not unique to queer sex generally, but is unique, I think, to 

queer sex within the evangelical tradition. Every night we vowed never to touch each 

other again, and every next night we did. For years. And for years at church camp we 

spent hours praying for God to take away our desire for each other, though never 

admitting this aloud — a prayer language provided by the Holy Spirit hides, thankfully, 

the specificity of sins. And for years we fell away from our recommitments almost 

nightly, in a pattern of ecstasy, orgasm, shame, redemption that perhaps screwed up my 

sexuality for years to come, some would say, or perhaps gave me a knack for the 

theatrical, for the aesthetically queer, for the mode of camp itself, which Sontag argues is 

“the sensibility of failed seriousness, of the theatricalization of experience” (287). 

“Camp refuses,” she adds, “both the harmonies of traditional seriousness, and the 

risks of fully identifying with extreme states of feeling” (287). Here Sontag seems to 

theorize camp as similar to, or perhaps parallel of, a popular Christian-ism: we were 



called to be in, but not of, this world. But for the queer teen at church camp, a lot of 

campy fun could be had in this world, on Satan’s playground, like sneaking into the 

woods at night. Or during swim time, palming the small of Nathan’s back just below the 

water line. Or in the showers, feeling Nathan’s foot glide across mine as he walked to his 

own showerhead. In this way, both camp as mode and camp as place are simultaneously 

subtle and theatrical, naïve and self-aware, both Christ-like, Sprit-filled, and queer as 

hell. 

The writer of Matthew explains we must be vigilant, always going to the 

wilderness to prepare as Christian men. “Make ready the way of the Lord,” he yells, 

“make his paths straight!” We tried. But as Bette Davis tells her party guests in All About 

Eve, “Fasten your seat belts. It’s going to be a bumpy night.” 

*** 

Though I suppose I disagree with Sontag’s seventh thesis: “All Camp objects, and 

persons, contain a large element of artifice. Nothing in nature can be campy.” Or better 

said, I agree with her first proclamation – camp as bursting with artifice – but I think she 

overlooks the camp Americans have long brought to the wilderness10, and in the 

twentieth century specifically, the camp we have brought to camp. 

 After all, what is natural about taking a group of suburban teenage boys to the 

wilderness, to cabins with roaches and no hot water, to nightly bonfires replete with 

stories connecting us to the bonafide Native American within? In this way, evangelical 

																																																								
10 Sontag’s camp is inherently urban: “Camp is esoteric – something of a private code, a badge of 
identity even, among small urban cliques.” And this seems to me one of the biggest missteps in 
her argument overall, a necessitation of camp as urban. And though I do not have space here to 
fully explore this, I will at least allow that in Sontag’s defense that at the midcentury, the two 
biggest purveyors of camp in her estimation – Jews and homosexuals – were more highly 
concentrated in American urban centers. 



church camps are no different than sleep-away camps of all stripes, from elite New 

England camps on picturesque lakes, to survival training in the Arizona mountains for 

those teens deemed “troubled.” All these camps share “a large element of artifice.” But 

considering the focus on spiritual warfare, itself an idea of complete artifice, Christian 

camps do centralize a type of camp unavailable to their secular brethren. 

 An object lesson in the artifice of camp at camp: the obstacle course. Deemed 

necessary for team building – Though one may be overpowered, two can defend 

themselves. A cord of three strands is not quickly broken11 – every summer Adam or 

another counselor assured me the obstacle course would be fun. I was a fat, un-athletic, 

queer boy with a love for The Golden Girls; the obstacle course was never fun, but was, 

in hindsight, a lesson in artifice. One obstacle in particular illustrates this sacred 

artificiality: The Great Wall. 

 We are told we are missionaries on the Mongolian border. We are told our 

objective: smuggle Bibles into Red China, a land, we already know from our suburban 

church experience, where Christianity is outlawed, but craved, and delicious sweet-n-sour 

chicken awaits us. What stands between us and the salvation of the largest people group 

on Earth is The Great Wall. What stands literally before us now is a fifteen-foot wall of 

two-by-fours. I do not trust it, narrative or construction, but the obstacle is not optional. 

Our team develops a strategy. Push the lightest member of our Bible brigade to the top of 

the wall. Push the next member, who the first will reach down and help up. Repeat, 

repeat, repeat. As the heaviest missionary, I was saved for last. All my teammates atop 

the wall reached down as I jumped up from the bottom. They grasped my arms but, 

despite their numbers, could not pull me up. I flailed against the wall like a dying fish 
																																																								
11 Ecclesiastes 4:12, New International Version. 



brought to the beach and left there12. Eventually, I fell from their grasp, landing in the 

mud below with a thud. My teammates laughed and laughed but the good news was not 

lost: their Bibles made it to China, while mine remained on this side of the Wall, muddy 

in Mongolia. 

*** 

Kathryn Bond Stockton suggests that “one finds it hard to see how gay for teenage boys 

isn’t still a landmine, even at this moment, that they have to mind in their teen world” 

(50). Hours ago, being baptized in the Holy Spirit lacked detonation because the 

performance was one, at least in part, which I controlled. When Nathan kissed me, it is 

cliché but true, fire erupted in my mouth as his was my first gay kiss, my first landmine, 

as Stockton imagines. And my religion was hell-bent on obliterating such landmines for 

its young men. 

 This is not an essay about conversion therapy, or my brief foray therein, for many 

of those already exist13. No, what I want to approach is a vortex of queer sex and 

Pentecostalism in tandem, landmine upon landmine upon landmine, a detonation that 

produces some type of fruitful marriage between seeming opposites. If the origins of 

American Pentecostalism in the early twentieth century produce a fraught, but 

meaningful relationship between Black charismatic faiths and white, then might my 

queerness now, I wonder, grow by looking back to the codes I learned at camp? 

																																																								
12 Earning me the nickname “Flounder,” which stuck through high school and probably had some 
contribution to an obsession with my weight that continues into the present. 
13 See, for example: Garrard Conley’s Boy Erased (Penguin, 2016); Alex Cooper’s Saving Alex: 
When I Was Fifteen I Told My Mormon Parents I Was Gay, and That's When My Nightmare 
Began (Harper, 2016); and K. Tyler Christensen’s article “‘First, Do No Harm’: California’s S.B. 
1172 and My Experience with Sexual Orientation Change Efforts” (Huffington Post, 2013). 



 “Camp rests on innocence,” Sontag explains, which “means Camp discloses 

innocence, but also, when it can, corrupts it” (283). What followed was a cycle of 

innocence corrupted and made pure again and again corrupted that held Nathan and me 

for years. A cycle of kisses, then praying in tongues, handjobs, then redemption, 

blowjobs, then, We can never do this again. It’s wrong. This cruising through sin and 

redemption and sin again begs an important question Valerie Traub and David Halperin 

ask, “Can we do things with shame that we cannot do with pride?” (4) And of course, 

Nathan and I would do it all again, on Friday nights in our basements or in the bathroom 

at our favorite coffeeshop, the Mudhouse. But mostly, on docks late at night. At church 

camp each summer on Lake of the Ozarks, at the public fishing dock near the Springfield 

Power Plant, at the cabin his father, our church’s pastor14, owned on Table Rock Lake, 

forty-five minutes south of our hometown where we’d drive summer nights after we got 

our drivers licenses, our sixteenth birthdays just a week apart. Nathan and I were friends, 

but friends on opposite peripheries of a circle of friends because we had to distance 

ourselves. Traub and Halperin call this “the mutual hostility and self-imposed isolation of 

the shamed” (4). And this was the code: we shared a queerness that neither of us wanted. 

Proximity put us in danger. Distance and nonchalance were our salvation. It was the 

pattern of heat and cold, fire and ice, that would become the basis of my dating and 

sexual life as a gay adult, a pattern that continues to this day. 

 The code I learned in Pentecostalism was one of exclusive inclusion: that once 

one gained membership in the club, it was not only hard to lose it, but that the 

																																																								
14 Again I am a cliché. I remember driving to this lake house in Nathan’s Jeep and singing to him, 
“The only one who could ever reach me, was the son of a preacher man.” Yes, he was the 
preacher’s son, I the deacon’s, and of course how could we not be fucking? 



membership also came with a community unparalleled in love and enthusiasm15. No 

matter how bad at sports I was, the athletes in my youth group became my brothers; no 

matter how little they read, I hung out with them every night. Queerness works best, I 

argue, in a similar fashion. When I meet another gay man and we camp it up, we are 

connected, no matter the differences of our lives. No matter if he is a stockbroker and I 

am a writer, or if he is Black and I am white, or if he is rich and I am poor. Though all 

these differences do matter, they cease to be barriers when queerness performs camp, 

when we share cocksucking and exaggeration and storytelling, all things I learned 

through the code of my church at its summer camp. 

*** 

When I return to the Ozarks now, I occasionally run into Nathan at the grocery store or a 

coffeeshop. He is married with three children and pastors the church in which we grew 

up. Many in the church would say I — the queer atheist — have lost my way. Many of 

my queer brethren would look at Nathan and say something similar. Oh honey, once a 

cocksucker, always a cocksucker. I’m not so sure anyone is right here. If I was born a 

Pentecostal and left the faith, couldn’t Nathan have been queer and abandoned this 

queerness? Could we each carry a piece of what we forsook into our adult lives? Could a 

bit of our teenage queer Pentecostalism still linger? 

 I think back often to that dock at church camp where much of this began. Fondly, 

but a fondness always wrought with a slight sadness that such a nostalgia necessitates. I 

write this from a dock not so unlike the one at camp, where a university’s rowing team 

practices and people bring their dogs to swim. Sontag is open beside me: “Camp taste 
																																																								
15 As cheesy as this sounds, it has been true to my life. And though secular academia has provided 
me my closest friends now, that passionate community as a whole has been absent from my life, 
save for my time in the church. 



supervenes upon good taste as a daring and witty hedonism,” (291) and it is this campy 

pursuit of pleasure that both my Pentecostalism and queerness, at times in turn, at times 

in tandem, have taught me most. My feet in the water, I look west as the last light 

vanishes beyond a hill of pines on the opposite shore. I think of Nathan, his wet head 

resting in the crook of my neck, however briefly, before he went back to pray for 

forgiveness. 
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